
 

 

 

 

This is what a 1,5 meter event looks like at DeLaMar 
Theater 
 
Anticipation 

Are you as excited as us to meet each other again in real life? Your guests are too! We 

would hereby like to inform them with an anticipation email with all the precautions that 

we have taken and a (personal) route in our building. This way, your guest will be able to 

enjoy themselves without too much worry in our theater.  

Reception 

Our doors will be open, literally and figuratively. To prevent congestion, crowding and the 

forming of rows, we will use (if needed), our four different entrances, instead of the 

usual two. The entrances are all situated on the frontside of our building on the 

Marninxstraat. From these entrances, different routes to the theaters are available. This 

routes will be marked by color stickers on the floor.  

Our theater employees will welcome and inform your guests in a safe way, and help them 

follow the guidelines of our wardrobe. In our wardrobe, all the RIVM instructed guidelines 

are followed. To avoid direct contact, our theater employees will use protective gloves, 

and will stay at a safe distance. 

Inside the theater  

Our builing is existant of different connective stairways. This way, your guests be able to 

easily move through the entire theater. Our theater employees is situated in various places 

of the theater, to guide your guests if necessary.   

To help your guests, we have marked the usable chairs in the theater. We differentiate in 

events either held for colleagues, or family members. If required, we can make a 

personalized seating plan.  

Would you rather host a smalle event in one of our foyers? Our employees will provide 

signage for your guests to find the way. The planning will naturally be at an appropriate 

distance.  

Catering 

No event is complete without catering. This is no problem for us! Our bars are equipped 

with plexiglass screens, and with the bars situated in between various foyers, your guests 

will have no problem spreading out accordingly.  

A prepackaged sweet treat accompanying a cup of coffee, a personalized packed lunch, or 

a bottled drink. These are just a few examples on how we make sure that no direct 

contact is necessary, and nothing will fall short on your event. The foyers are cleaned as 

soon as your guests have left the building, so direct contact is minimalized.  

Naturally, networking in our foyers will be possible at an appropriate distance.  

https://delamar.nl/media/4145/evenementlocatie-amsterdam-delamar-theater-looproutes-corona.pdf
https://delamar.nl/media/4144/evenementlocatie-amsterdam-delamar-theater-rode-foyer-blauwe-route.jpg
https://delamar.nl/media/4169/coronaopstellingendfrf.pdf


 

 

 

 

 

 

Hygiene first 

From the entrance, to the bar, and in the bathrooms, you will find that plenty of 
disinfection dispensers will be at your disposal throughout the day, to disinfect your hands.   

Before, during, and after your events, our theater employees will clean the building 
thoroughly, with an extra care in the bathrooms. Our building is equipped with a large 
number of bathrooms, which enables your guests to spread throughout the entire theater. 
Crowd control at the bathrooms is managed by our employees.  

Our building is equipped with a unique air filtration system, which ensures a cleaner 
environment than the outside air in Amsterdam.  

We look forward to welcoming you and your guests in our theater!  

 

 

 

 

 

 


